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- Doodle polls big step forward from email ping-pong, but organizer not 
omniscient -> back and forth often still happening 

- Doodle transitioning into subscription business -> professional 
scheduling tools for business customers

- Introduce HELPER to increase poll success - not an automated system 
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Why ask the machine when you have polls?



Accepted by the organizer and often voted by participants

- Very varied user base
- Complex to cater to everyone, first focus on premium customers
- Subscription business still young, almost no history on customers
- Use simple models based on aggregated data and strong features
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What makes a good time suggestion? 
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Feature: Event times by timezone
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Feature: Titles and descriptions



- simple models on top of pre-built features
- Features mostly build as probabilities -> naive multiplication
- Random Forest etc. to estimate p(time is good|features)
- Gather proxy training data from past polls by calculating features on 

creation -> if user adds slot to poll, it is probably not a bad one

General suggestion case for all users proved to complex -> went for 
premium users as they would be the first to use the feature

Train on data we collected together with availability data that was collected

(talk about proxy assumption and ranking loss)
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Creating suggestions from features



Several issues with backtesting data

- Not clear how good proxy data is (no actual user interaction)
- Availability seemed irrelevant (deeper analysis -> blockers) 
- Can not measure actual poll success as no voting

Need to go live asap

- first prototype not successful in user testing → additional filtering on top
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Limits of proxy data and the need to go live



First successful results from silent launch
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- add more personalized features 
- typical usage of users instead of typical usage by country
- typical meeting times of user-pairs

- currently testing several neural net approaches for end-to-end models 
that avoid pre-training of features
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How to improve performance?



Technical 
Implementation
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Continuous learning (also for engineers)



Run multiple models in production at the same time
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Record request, response and interaction for model training & performance
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Suggest in real-time and flexibility to integrate into different products
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Integrations and Outlook
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if you have a hammer everything looks like a nail



When is the best time?
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When you know the best time to meet, you can just book it
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- Better explain suggestions to the users
- Foundation for new products and workflows that speed up the 

scheduling process.
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What’s next?



Made with ❤ in Belgrade, Berlin, Tel Aviv, and Zürich
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and help from:
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Features: Time of poll creation 


